ABSTRACT Due to the rapid proliferation of sensors and intelligent devices, the cyber-physical-social computing and networking (CPSCN) is emerging as a new computing paradigm. Massive data have been generated in the CPSCN environment. The traditional data deduplication is not able to handle the CPSCN environment due to the involved long latency. This paper presents a low latency in-line data deduplication file system (LDFS). The LDFS decouples the unique data block and fingerprint index by writing the address of data blocks to the corresponding file recipe and fingerprint index, thus avoiding accessing fingerprint index on the path of the read operation. For every unique data block, the LDFS assigns a globally unique ID, and thus, the LDFS only requires one disk access to obtain the corresponding data block reference count using the global ID. In order to guarantee the write performance, the LDFS employs finer granularity lock to optimize the block flushing strategy of write buffer. Experimental results demonstrate that the LDFS significantly enhances the read and write performance on the critical path in contrast to the traditional deduplication file system LessFS. Meanwhile, the LDFS achieves almost the same deduplication ratio (40.8) as that of LessFS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the rapid proliferation of sensors and intelligent devices, the Cyber-Physical-Social Computing and Networking (CPSCN) is emerging as a new computing paradigm. CPSCN is facilitating the revolution of the relationship between humans, machines and the physical environments. All the elements in CPSCN are capable of interacting, reflecting and influencing each other. The aggregation of those elements demonstrates a variety of complicated characteristics which result in many challenges. How to effectively reduce the massive data generated in CPSCN is one of them. With the growth of data volume, the budget and risk of enterprise in data management is also dramatically increased [1] . Among the huge volume of data, about 75% data is redundant across the world [2] and over 90% redundant data is stored in backup and archival systems [3] , which leads to the huge consumption of IT resources (e.g., storage capacity, network bandwidth) and budgets. Therefore, data deduplication is emergently required to alleviate this problem because it significantly reduces the requirement of storage capacity, network bandwidth and other resources [4] , [5] . IDC reports [6] that more than 80% of corporations are employing data deduplication to reduce storage costs and budgets.
Currently, most data deduplication systems are built in application level or specialized device [5] , [7] , [8] on data backup and archive, for which throughput and deduplication ratio are the main performance metrics. Figure 1 shows the procedure of data deduplication: (1) dividng the file into data blocks using a chunk algorithm; (2) using MD5 or SHA-1 hash function to calculate the hash value (called fingerprint) of each data block; (3) searching fingerprint in fingerprint index (record the mapping from fingerprint to data block address and other information); (4) if a fingerprint can be found, it means the corresponding data block has already been stored, then only the fingerprint need to be recorded in the file recipe; otherwise, the data block needs to be stored along with its fingerprint and the address info being written to the fingerprint index. However, directly integrating this 
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Comparing conventional data deduplicaiton backup system with in-line data deduplication file system. deduplication procedure into a primary file system may be challenging, as the latency is more sensitive than that in a backup and archival system. Table 1 shows the differences between backup and archive data deuplication systems and in-line data deduplication file systems. We summarize the challenges as follows: 1) Reducing read latency in read path: With data deduplication in place, a read operation requires multiple disk accesses, namely, obtaining the fingerprint file recipe, checking the block address, and read the block content. It is worth noting that the fingerprint lookup is a performance bottleneck of data deduplication [5] .
In addition, accessing meta data on the disk also incurs latency. Conventional deduplication systems optimize read performance by rewriting containers [9] , [10] , capping [11] and selective deduplication [8] , [12] - [16] . 2) Reducing write latency in write path: In the write path, we need to divide the file into chunks, calculate the fingerprint of block, lookup the fingerprint in fingerprint index and then perform the deduplication process which imposes non-trivial computational and I/O overhead. Previous works mainly focus on alleviating this problem by exploiting locality [5] , [17] , [18] , similarity [19] , combination of locality and similarity [20] , [21] , sampling [22] , SSD [23] , [24] and cluster [25] , [26] and so on. Different from backup scenario, the locality of file system is weak and read operations are more than write operations. Although we can make a tradeoff between RAM utilization and deduplication ratio to alleviate fingerprint lookup bottleneck, Fu et al. [27] point out that near-exact deduplication can not reduce the total storage cost. This paper aims to reduce the read and write latency in critical paths in deduplication file systems. We implemented a low latency in-line data deduplication file system (LDFS). We summarise two main contributions as follows:
• Optimizing the performance of read operations, reference counting and garbage collection. LDFS decouples the unique data block and fingerprint index by simultaneously writing the address of unique data block to file recipe and fingerprint index. It can directly read block in the data read path without accessing fingerprint index table. Therefore, LDFS reduces read latency in data read path. In addition, in order to reduce the reference count management and garbage collection overhead, LDFS specifies a globally unique ID for each unique data block, and it only requires one disk access to obtain the corresponding data block reference count via this globally unique ID.
• Optimizing the performance of write operations, metadata and lock. In order to enhance the write performance, LDFS optimizes write buffer block flushing policy. LDFS uses finer granularity lock and avoids using global lock to enhance the parallelism. In addition, LDFS uses state sequences to avoid deadlock. Finally, LDFS optimizing the organization of the directory to avoid multiple disk access during path traversal and file open. LDFS optimizes the organization form of the file recipe by combining N continuous Key-Value pairs into one Key-Value pair. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: related work is presented in section II. Section III discusses the architecture of LDFS. The evaluation of LDFS is conducted in Section IV. Section V draws the conclusion of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Conventional data deduplication systems focus on alleviating the disk bottleneck of fingerprint lookup and optimizing restore speed, while in-line data deduplication file system concerns about latency. The works focusing on alleviating the disk bottleneck of fingerprint lookup can be classified into four categories as follows:
• Locality based strategies: DDFS [5] is the first one to explore and exploit locality to improve the performance of data deduplication. DDFS employs summary vector, stream-informed segment layout and locality preserved caching technology to reduce 99% disk accesses. Sparse Index [22] makes use of data redundant locality to reduce the space requirements of data blocks.
• Similarity based strategies: Extreme Binning [19] digs out similarity in backup data streams by using minwise independent theory. FPP [30] presents a fingerprint prefetching method based on similarity, and it does not lead to redundant data blocks.
• The strategies based on the combination of locality and similarity: SiLo [20] is a deduplicaiton strategy based on locality and similarity. Inspired by SiLo, Fu et al. [25] implement a cluster deduplication based on similarity and locality.
• SSD based strategies: Dedupv1 [24] stores the data blocks index and metadata on SSD. ChunkStash [23] is an SSD based deduplication system. SSD based deduplication can effectively improve the read performance, thus alleviating the disk bottleneck problem. However, the performance of random and small writes become a new bottleneck.
2) OPTIMIZING RESTORE SPEED
Since data deduplication systems share chunks between different backups, chunk fragmentation gradually accrues with time. Unlike disk fragmentation, which can be resolved by reordering blocks, chunk fragmentation is more tricky due to the sharing between backups. The research efforts focusing on optimizing restore speed can be classified as follows.
• Capping and Content-based Rewriting: Lillibridge et al. [11] proposed Capping, which limits the maximum number of containers a segment can refer to. Kaczmarczyk et al. [9] proposed contextbased rewriting (CBR) to minimize restore performance reduction by shifting fragmentation to older backups. Tan et al. [13] also describes a similar scheme called De-Frage. Fu et al. [10] propose a history-aware rewriting algorithm (HAR), which exploits previous backup information to identify and rewrite fragmented chunks.
• Selective deduplication: iDedup [8] only eliminates successive blocks in file streams if and only if the sequences of blocks are sequential in the file and have duplicates that are sequential on disk. Nam et al. [12] propose Chunk Fragmentation Level (CFL) to estimate the restore performance.
• SSD: Mao et al. [31] presented SAR that is an SSD-Assisted Read scheme. SAR exploits the high random-read performance properties of SSDs and stores hot data on SSDs. In this way, many read requests are absorbed by SSDs, and thus SAR can enhance the read performance of deduplication based storage systems.
• Caching algorithm: Lillibridge et al. [11] presents forward assembly area that exploits these information to improve the performance via traditional paging algorithms like LRU. Fu et al. [10] implement the optimal cache (OPT).
B. IN-LINE DATA DEDUPLICATION FILE SYSTEMS
LessFS [7] is an open-source high-performance in-line data deduplication file system for Linux on affordable commodity hardware. LessFS was implemented based on FUSE [32] and only supports in-line data deduplication. Opendedup/SDFS [29] is an open-source deduplication file system based on Javan and FUSE. Opendedup/SDFS was designed for enterprises in virtual environments with highperformance, scalable, low-cost deduplication solution.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first elaborate on the system architecture of LDFS, and then discuss the issues in designing and implementing LDFS.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
According to the types of data operated, we can divide operations into two categories: 1) operations mainly involving file content, for example, write, read and deletion; 2) operations only involving file meta data, such as getattr, mkdir, open. As shown in Figure 2 , LDFS has seven components. 
1) WRITE BUFFER
In order to reduce the latency in write path, we use write buffer to temporarily store the write data. Write buffer is a B+ tree data structure residing in memory. To guarantee consistency, we flush the data in write buffer to disk when the following conditions are met: (1) the size of write buffer is larger than the predefined threshold value; (2) the timeout interval of flush thread expires; (3) close a file. When flushing a data block, we firstly calculate the hash value of this block, and then lookup this fingerprint in fingerprint index. If this fingerprint can be found, we build the mapping relationship between the logical data offset and the physical address and update the corresponding reference number. Specially, we need do different operations for rewrite. If the size of rewrite data is less than a predefined threshold value, we need to read the old data block from disk, merge changing data into old data block, update the reference number of previous data block and deduplicate new data block. Otherwise, we do not need to read the old data block, and the remaining steps remain the same.
2) READ CACHE
Traditional deduplication systems restore a backup in a batch mode. Restore operations are triggered in events of data loss and other accident, and it is fewer than write operations. Different from traditional deduplication systems, file systems support read any bit in any file, and read operations are much more than write operations. Therefore, it is very important to optimize the performance of read operations. As shown in Figure 3 (a), the read operations firstly get the fingerprint in the file recipes, secondly obtain the address by checking the fingerprint index, and finally read the corresponding data block from disk [7] , [19] , [33] . This method needs at least three disk accessing to obtain the meta data. In order to alleviate this problem, we decouple the relationship between the file recipes and the fingerprint index by storing the addresses of corresponding data blocks in the file recipes, as illustrated in Figure 3(b) . We can directly read corresponding data blocks from disk, without lookup fingerprint in the fingerprint index to get the addresses of data blocks. In addition, we put the data blocks into the read cache using an LRU algorithm. When we close a file, we weed out the data blocks of the file in read cache to make room for other opened files at present. When we rewrite a data block, we mark this data block as dirty and put it in write buffer.
3) META DATA AND META DATA CACHE In order to implement an in-line deduplication file system without modifying applications, we need to support traditional tree structure file systems e.g., Ext2, Ext3 and so on.
We use tree structure to organize the meta data of directories and files. When accessing a file, the meta data of this file is prefetched into the meta data cache. Note that, we do not need to week out the corresponding meta data in the cache when we close a file or directory. We believe that these files or directories will be accessed again in the future.
LDFS write file's/sub-directory's inode and corresponding file/directory name in father's directory entry same as Ext* file system shown as Figure 4 (b). While LessFS only file's/sub-directory's inode and corresponding file/directory name in father's directory entry shown as Figure 4(a) . This leads to frequent access disk when translating path into inode, for example, open file and directory operations, obtain file attribute operations and so on. 
4) FILE RECIPE INDEX
File recipe records data block locations to restore file data. Every file has its corresponding file recipe information. In conventional backup and archive systems, file recipe is stored in a file because data recovery operation is rarely needed. In-line data deduplication file system needs to support any byte of any file read and write, therefore file recipe is stored in an Key-Value index (e.g, hash table) to perform quick lookups.
Using Key-Value index to store file recipe leads to new performance bottleneck. Normally, the value of data deduplication ratio X is between 30 to 80 [5] shown as Figure 5 (a). This means file recipes index X times larger than fingerprint index. In read/write operations, we need to frequently access file recipes. In our system implementation, we organise continuous N Key-Value pairs into one Key-Value pair. We can shrink the size of file recipe 1/N times to its previous size in this way as Figure 5 (b).
5) FINGERPRINT INDEX
Conventional backup and archiving workloads are writeintensive or read-intensive in a certain period. The speed of fingerprint lookup determines the throughput of backup. Previous works mainly focus on enhancing the speed of fingerprint lookup [5] , [18] - [24] , [34] . Since we don't target write-intensive workloads such as backup and archiving, the fingerprint lookup operations are not frequent. The performance bottleneck of in-line deduplication file systems is shifted to other components. Therefore, we don't pay great attention to the fingerprint lookup problem. We use Tokyo Cabinet [35] as the fingerprint index in our system implementation.
6) UNIQUE DATA BLOCKS STORE
In traditional deduplication systems, most data blocks from previous backup has a slight modification and the modification is normally confined to some specific ares. These deduplication systems normally use RAID as storage backend. Therefore, most data deduplication systems put continuous unique data blocks and corresponding meta data into container, which is a read/write unit used to maintain locality and take advantage of RAID bandwidth as much as possible. The restoring operations can be accelerated by parallelly reading data blocks from container in RAID since most adjacent data blocks are stored in the same container [11] .
The most important point is that the container is immutable once written [5] , and it will be recycled until there is no valid data block. Symantec [36] reports that the probability that all data blocks in a container becoming invalid is low. However, file systems support rewrite any bit in any file. Frequent rewrite operations cause large fragmentation in the container because these blocks are invalid. This peculiarity is distinction when we compare in-line deduplication file systems with traditional deduplication systems. File systems lack locality, and they store unique data blocks in the container. In most time, a large portion read operations just read several bytes from a file which is not an economic way to read data block from the container. The reason behind this is that the container is a self-describing data store unit, and we need to read whole container from disk even though only a small amount of data is needed. The fundamental aim of LDFS is an in-line deduplication file system built upon normal disk in stead of RAID. Compared with RAID, the bandwidth of normal disk is limited. Therefore, the unique data blocks of LDFS are stored in a large file and directly accessed by using address in file recipes as illustrated in Figure 3(b) . We summarize the advantages of this scheme used in LDFS: 1) it supports fast read any bit in any file without reading useless data blocks; 2) it can save disk bandwidth; 3) it benefits garbage collection.
7) REFERENCE MANAGEMENT
Storage systems not only need to allocate space for write operations, but also support space reclamation if data blocks are not used any more. Previous deduplication studies have not adequately addressed reference management. Venti [4] does not support deleting unique data blocks. Guo and Efstathopoulos [34] presented grouped mark-and-sweep scheme based on mark-and-sweep to alleviate reference management problem. Instead of locking a group of containers, we assign an id to every unique data blocks and write this id in the fingerprint index and the file recipes as shown in Figure 6 (b). The type of each id is unsigned int, and we can get the offset of corresponding reference counting in the reference management by equation id × sizeof (unsigned int). The reference counting can be assessed by using the fingerprint index and the file recipes. Compared with how LessFS manages the reference counting by using fingerprint index that may need multiple disk accessing as illustrated in Figure 6 (a), LDFS only needs one time disk accessing to update/query the VOLUME 6, 2018 reference counting in write/unlink path. In order to enhance the concurrence of reference management, we only lock the corresponding id not the whole reference management when updating reference counting. However, the whole fingerprint index or corresponding bucket is locked when updating a keyvalue pair.
B. OTHER PROBLEMS AND IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES 1) FIXED SIZE VERSUS VARIABLE SIZE CHUNK ALGORITHM
Fixed size and variable size chunk algorithms are widely used. The fixed size chunk algorithm splits file into data blocks according to a predefined size. The advantage of fixed size is simplicity and low overhead, but it's drawback is incapable of content shifted. Although the variable size chunk algorithm can overcome this drawback, it consumes more CPU cycles and memory to determine data blocks boundary. Traditional data deduplication systems do not consider rewrite operations because the workload of them do not come with rewrite operations. If we use the variable size chunk algorithm, we need to read multiple neighbouring data blocks to complete re-determination block boundary when rewriting a data block. This incurs remarkable overhead due to multiple data blocks re-deduplication. Especially, the rewrite operations are very common in file systems. We use the fixed size chunk algorithm in our system implementation.
IV. EVALUATION A. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
The experiments in this paper are performed in a Ubuntu system (kernel version is 3.16.0). The hardware consists of 500 GB disk, 10 GB memory, Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2100 CPU @ 3.10 GHz. Postmark [37] and Bonnie++ [38] are used to evaluate the performance of small files and large files workloads. We take 4 KB as the chunk size for LessFS and LDFS. Ext4 is employed as the upper bound performance because it does not involve any data deduplication. 
B. POSTMARK: SMALL FILES WORKLOAD
Postmark is used to test the small files workloads. Table 2 summarizes the configuration of Postmark, where NF represents number of files, ND represents number of directory. We employ four different workloads including WD1, WD2, WD3 and WD4 to perform the evaluation: (1) Workload1 (WD1) = 10000 files + 500 directory; (2) Workload2 (WD2) = 50000 files + 1000 directory; (3) Workload3(WD3) = 100000 files + 5000 directory; (4) Workload4(WD4) = 500000 files + 10000 directory. Figure 7 shows that the number of small files created by Ext4, LessFS and LDFS per second under transaction and nontransaction. When increasing the number of directory and file, the performance of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS increases initially, peaks when file and directory equal to 50000 and 1000 respectively, after which the performance declines. This is because most operations can be done in memory with little disk I/O when the number of file and directory is small, while most operations need to frequently access disk when the number of file and directory is increased. The performance of Ext4 is the highest one among them, and LDFS is the second one when comparing LDFS with Ext4 and LessFS, while LessFS is the lowest one. In transaction mode, we can see that the overall performance of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS is low. It only reaches several hundred per second. For Ext4, the difference between the best test result (non transaction) and the worst (with transaction) result is more than 207 times. For LessFS and LDFS, there both exits a performance loss due to using Fuse [32] in contrast to Ext4. When comparing LDFS with LessFS, LDFS optimizes lock and directory organization. Figure 8 demonstrates the number of small file accessed per second by using Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. Although the experimental results fluctuate, the overall trend in the number of per second is decreasing. This is mainly due to the run time environment influent. The performance of Ext4 is best, followed by LDFS and LessFS. Figure 9 illustrates the number of small file appended per second by employing Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. Postmark random selects a small file, seeks to the end of this file and appends content to this file. The size of append content is confined to the configuration size. The performance of Ext4 performs the best. LDFS performs better than LessFS due to its various optimizations.
1) SMALL FILE CREATE

2) SMALL FILE ACCESS
3) SMALL FILE APPEND CONTENT
4) SMALL FILE DELETE
The number of small file deleted per second by using Ext4, LessFS and LDFS is given in Figure 10 . With the growth of the number of file and directory, the number of small file deleted by using Ext4, LessFS and LDFS is increasing and then decreasing. When comparing non transaction deletion with transaction deletion, we can find that for Ext4, LessFS and LDFS, the best experimental result are 192, 87 and 42 times higher than the worst experimental result, respectively.
5) SMALL FILE READ SPEED
The small file read per second of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS are described in Figure 11 . The read performance declines as the number of file and deiectory increases, and Ext4 shows the highest performance degradation. Figure 12 shows the small file write per second of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS with four different workloads, which write 51.57 MB, 252.11 MB, 502.25 MB and 2505.63 MB data to these systems. It shows that with the growth of the number of file and directory, the overall performance declines. It also demonstrates that LDFS significantly outperforms LessFS across all the four workloads. 
6) SMALL FILE WRITE SPEED
C. BONNIE++
Bonnie++ [38] is a widely used benchmark that can test the performance of file system and disk. In this experiment, VOLUME 6, 2018 we write 20 GB to these systems to saturate the memory system, because the memory size of our experimental platform is 10 GB. Figure 13 (a) shows that Bonnie++ uses putc() (data bytes form) and write() (data blocks form) API to write 20 GB data to Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. From Figure 13 (a), we can see that the performance of Ext4 is the best one. It is not only because Ext4 file system has write buffer to absorb and coalesce write requests, but also because Ext4 does not involve any data deduplication. In contrast to Ext4, both LessFS and LDFS implement data deduplication on the Fuse file system which is a user space file system. Therefore, every operation has to go through the kernel space and user space twice. However, LDFS significantly outperforms LessFS because it optimizes lock granularity, meta data organization and flush strategy when comparing with LessFS.
1) WRITE SPEED
It is interesting to observe that the CPU overhead of Ext4 is larger than LessFS and LDFS in terms of Figure 13(b) , especially, when Ext4 uses putc() to finish data byte write. This is because put() write operation holds CPU too long in Ext4, which leads to large CPU overhead. The CPU overhead of LDFS is slightly higher than that of LessFS, because LDFS requires CPU cycles to calculate the mapping relationship. Figure 13 (c) shows that Ext4 achieves the lowest latency, and the latency of LDFS is much lower than that of LessFS. This is because the large file system write buffer of Ext4 can absorb and coalesce write requests. Furthermore, because Ext4 does not involve any data deduplication, it does not consume any CPU cycles and other I/O resources to handle the process of data deduplication. Due to the optimization approaches, the latency of LDFS is much lower than that of LessFS.
2) READ SPEED Figure 14 demonstrates the performance behaviour of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS by using standard POSIX getc(), read() and randomread() APIs to finish data byte read, data block read and random read, respectively. Figure 14(a) shows that the read performance of LDFS is much better than that of LessFS across the three different APIs. Figure 14(b) shows the CPU overhead of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. When read data byte and data block, Ext4 consumes more CPU cycles than LessFS and LDFS, and LessFS takes the lowest CPU cycles, while LDFS requires most CPU cycles to handle the random read. Figure 14(c) shows the latency of read operations. It depicts that Ext4 uses minimum time to read data byte and data block by using getc() and read(), while LDFS needs minimum time to handle the random read data block.
3) SMALL FILE SEQUENTIAL TEST
If the evaluation time is less than 500 ms, Bonnie++ will output ++ instead of inaccurate statistics information. In small file sequential test with Ext4, the evaluation takes less than 500 ms, therefore we omit the corresponding results of Ext4 in small file test. Figure 15(a) shows the number of file created, read and deleted per second when using LessFS and LDFS. It illustrates that the performance of LDFS significantly outperforms LessFS. This attributes to the optimized organization of directory and file recipes, and the reduced granularity of file system lock. Figure 15(b) shows that LDFS consumes more CPU cycles than LessFS across small file creation, read and deletion. Figure 15(c) shows the latency of small sequential file creation, read and deletion. The experimental results are as expected. Figure 16 shows the number of small file per second, CPU overhead and the latency of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS by using random creation, random read, and random deletion. As expected, LDFS trades slight high CPU cycles (less than one percent) for very significant performance improvement of random creation and read. For random deletion, the number of file deleted by LessFS outperforms that of LDFS. However, the corresponding latency of LessFS is much higher than that of LDFS.
4) SMALL FILE RANDOM TEST
D. DATA DEDUPLICATION RATIO
After finishing evaluation, Postmark and Bonnie++ delete the corresponding files and directories. They can't report VOLUME 6, 2018 data deduplication ratio. Therefore, we use DEDISbench [39] to evaluate the deduplication ratio and storage overhead of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. DEDISbench generates common workloads with realistic data. Figure 17 shows the duplicate distribution of DEDISbench in the experiment. We use four threads to write 8 GB raw data to Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. Table 3 shows the deduplication ratio and the storage overhead of Ext4, LessFS and LDFS. The deduplication ratio is defined as the size of raw data divided by the size of unique data. The unique data in the table indicates the remaining data of the raw data after eliminating the redundant data. It shows that the deduplication ratio of Ext4 is 1. This is because Ext4 does not involves any data deduplication. While LessFS and LDFS achieves a very high data deduplication ratio of 40.9 and 40.8, respectively. This indicates that although LDFS employs a few approaches to optimize the read and write performance, it maintains a very good deduplication ratio as that of LessFS. Furthermore, deduplication normally generates extra meta data. In the evaluateion, the meta data incurred by LessFS and LDFS are 71.8MB and 72MB, respectively. However, both the LessFS and LDFS have only 129MB unique data. This indicates that although LDFS achieves very good read and write performance in contrast to LessFS, it does not incur any extra overhead and does not decrease the deduplication ratio.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present LDFS, a low latency in-line data deduplication file system. LDFS decouples the unique data block address and fingerprint index by writing the address of data block to file recipe and fingerprint index. LDFS can directly read data block from disk without accessing fingerprint index in this way. LDFS assigns global unique ID to every ID and gets reference counting only requires one disk read. In order to enhance concurrency, LDFS does not employ global lock and shrinks the granularity of lock. In addition, LDFS optimizes the flushing strategy of write buffer and the organization of file recipe.
Ext4 is employed as the upper bound performance because it does not involve any data deduplication. Postmark and Bonnie++ are used to evaluate the performance of LDFS, LessFS and Ext4 for small file and large file workloads. Experiment results show that LDFS significantly improves the performance of read and write in these workloads in contrast to the traditional LessFS, although the performance of LDFS is still lagged behind Ext4. DEDISbench is then used to test the deduplication ratio and extra storage overhead of LDFS, LessFS and Ext4 by using realistic data. The experimental results demonstrate that LDFS can achieve almost the same deduplication ratio (40.8) as that of LessFS (LessFS's deduplication ratio is 40.9) with negligible storage overhead. We believe LDFS is an applicable and practical in-line deduplication file system with a significant improved system performance. YONGTAO 
